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New at Summit Racing Equipment: KC HiLiTES Gravity Series LED Lights

Summit Racing now carries KC HiLiTES Gravity Series LED Lights. At the heart of each light
is the patented Gravity Reflective Diode that combines LED durability and efficiency with
precision-machined optical reflectors, delivering maximum long-distance light output in a wide
array of precise beam patterns.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) July 06, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries KC HiLiTES Gravity Series LED
Lights. At the heart of each light is the patented Gravity Reflective Diode that combines LED durability and
efficiency with precision-machined optical reflectors, delivering maximum long-distance light output in a wide
array of precise beam patterns.

Gravity Series LED lights come in several configurations:

The Gravity LED Daylighter lights have the LEDs housed in rugged shells that bolt directly to a flat surface
using a single drilled hole. These lights are sold individually or in kits that include a pair of lights, the famous
“Daylighter” light covers, and a wiring harness.

Gravity LED Pro6 Light Bars deliver plenty of light to illuminate a dark trail. The bars are customizable using a
clever linking system to give off roaders the ability to build a bar to their precise light/size requirements. The
light bars include mounting hardware and a wiring harness.

For vehicles equipped with fog light receptacles or bumpers with auxiliary light tabs, Gravity LED Pro6 Single
Mount Lights are a smart retrofit. The lights include a mounting bolt and come with a wiring harness and
switch.

Gravity LED Driving Lights are for vehicles that see more highway than dirt. The lights are available with
round or rectangular housings that fit most existing fog light mounting locations. The lights have an integrated
mounting tab/bracket and are available individually or in kits that include a pair of lights and a wiring harness.

KC HiLiTES makes handy Gravity Inserts that fit directly into existing Daylighter or Pro Sport halogen light
housings. Simply connect the wires into the existing wire harness and swap the lens assembly into the housing
for a quick, easy LED upgrade.

Summit Racing also carries application-specific KC HiLiTES Gravity Lights for popular vehicles like the Jeep
Wrangler JK and Ford F-150/Raptor.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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